In this Comment to the paper of Kopnin and Volovik (PRL, 79, 1377 (1997)) their inappropriate use of relaxation time approximation in the force balance type equation is pointed out. This kind of misuse is very subtle because of its apparent (but false) similarity to the same approximation in the calculation of velocity-velocity correlation functions. In transport theory, this misuse has been repeatedly appeared under different guises every few years, but always shown to be wrong. Relevant literature is given here.
In the mixed state of a type II superconductor, the steady limit resistivities are controlled The usual way of calculating resistivities in a condensed medium is simply through the inverse of the conductivity tensor. The conductivity tensor is calculated using the NakanoKubo formula, where the current-current correlation functions are calculated with a given effective Hamiltonian. [2] In this scheme the relaxation time approximation can be valid [2, 3] . In the superconducting state, however, it has been known since sixties that such a 1 calculation is unattainable in the low frequency limit, where the dissipation is dominated [2, 3, [7] [8] [9] . This no-go theorem does not appear to be widely known.
Having discussed the invalidity of the results in Ref. [1] , let me turn to a technical error. Although the proposed kinetic equation, Eq.(2), might be valid, the force balance type equation, Eq. (6) or (7) of Ref. [1] , for the forces from the environment is not. If the environments degrees of freedoms for a vortex were the fermionic ones, the integration out the fermionic degrees of freedoms amounts to obtain the Feynman influence functional [10] .
Both the transverse force and the friction on a vortex have been obtained in this way [6] , with the former independent of details, or in a more formal approach. [5] There is no need of the relaxation time approximation. If there were other dissipative mechanisms represented by the single relaxation time in Eq.(2), the correct expression of obtaining forces from the environment may be found in a standard reference. [11] To conclude, vortex dynamics results obtained by the relaxation time approximation in 2 the force balance equations of Ref. [1] are incorrect.
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